
 

 

Discourse structure, constructions and regional variation: non-embedded 

indicative que-clauses in three regional varieties of Spanish 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper presents a corpus-based interactional analysis of non-embedded indicative 

que-clauses (IQCs) in three regional varieties of Spanish (Madrid, Spain; Santiago, Chile; 

and Buenos Aires, Argentina), using data from the corpus COLA (Corpus Oral del 

Lenguaje Adolescente). On the one hand, we show that IQCs exhibit regional variation 

regarding the discourse contexts in which they appear: not all contexts are equally 

available for each regional variety. Moreover, we argue that this variation can be placed 

on a cline, which ranges from high discourse dependency to low discourse dependency, 

which might, in turn, suggest a divergent evolution of IQCs in the dialectal spectrum of 

Spanish. On the other hand, our analysis complements formal typologies of IQCs in two 

respects: (i) it describes the discourse contexts in which different formal types of IQCs 

are used and (ii) it shows specific contexts and interpretations that had not been explicitly 

acknowledged in formal studies. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Since the origin of modern dialectology in the 19th century, the study of geographical 

variation has been a valuable tool to understand general language mechanisms. In 

particular, traditional dialectological work – adopting a structuralist perspective – 

analyzed phonetic, morphological and lexical variation in order to understand how 

paradigms were organized and how languages changed through space and time. Later, the 

study of language variation extended to account for syntactic phenomena as well. A good 

example of this interest in the area of Spanish linguistics can be found in the vast amount 

of detailed regional variation contained in the most comprehensive reference grammars 

of Spanish published in the last twenty years: the Gramática descriptiva de la lengua 

española [GDLE, Descriptive grammar of the Spanish language] (Bosque & Demonte 

1999) and the Nueva gramática de la lengua española [NGLE, New grammar of the 

Spanish language] (RAE-AALE 2009). 

 

However, there is an aspect of linguistic variation that has been understudied: the regional 

variation of the lexicogrammatical constructions that express interpersonal and textual 

meanings, often referred to as discourse markers or discourse particles.1 This may be due 

to the fact that the systematic analysis of these elements is relatively recent in the history 

of linguistics (cf. Fraser 1988), when compared to the study of other areas such as 

phonology, morphology, syntax and lexicon. The reference works devoted to the analysis 

of Spanish discourse particles have mostly appeared in the course of the last two decades 

(Martín Zorraquino & Montolío 1998, Martín Zorraquino & Portolés 1999, Santos 2003, 

Briz, Pons & Portolés 2008 [on line], Fuentes 2010, Loureda & Acín 2010) and are based 

almost exclusively on European Standard Spanish. In spite of the existence of particular 

analyses of discourse particles in varieties other than European Spanish, the research 

devoted to the intralinguistic variation of discourse particles in Spanish is still very limited 

(cf. García Negroni & Marcovecchio 2014).2 

                                                           
1 The research network Discourse-Pragmatic Variation & Change (DiPVaC) gathers researchers that 

investigate the variation and change of discourse particles, though not specifically in terms of regional 

variation within a single language. More information can be found on their website: 

http://www.dipvac.org/. We are using the term discourse particle as a cover term that includes extra-

propositional elements that express interpersonal and/or textual meanings. 
2 Though originally based on European Spanish, the Diccionario de partículas discursivas del español 

[Dictionary of Spanish discourse particles] (Briz, Pons and Portolés 2008 [on line]) is currently 

incorporating regional variation in two respects: (i) adding discourse particles only found in Latin American 

varieties of Spanish (e.g. capaz que ‘maybe’ in Rioplatense Spanish) and (ii) adding dialectal information 



 

 

The interest in the study of intralinguistic variation of discourse particles is two-fold. On 

the one hand, since discourse particles are extra-sentential elements, it is expected that 

their variation operates at a discourse-contextual level, that is to say, they may appear in 

different discourse contexts in different varieties of a single language. Thus, an 

appropriate framework to account for the intralinguistic variation of discourse particles 

should include discourse-contextual features as analytical tools. On the other hand, it is 

widely recognized that discourse particles exhibit high levels of polyfunctionality, so that 

their concrete interpretation heavily depends on the specific (morphosyntactic and 

discursive) context in which they occur. The contrastive analysis of the same particle in 

different varieties of the same language may add supplementary evidence on how to 

model polyfunctionality by showing the shared contexts and, especially, those which are 

not shared. This comparison may be understood in terms of a divergent evolution of the 

same particle in different dialects of the language.3 

 

An interesting case study is the use of initial complementizer que ‘that’ introducing non-

embedded clauses in Spanish, either in subjunctive or indicative mood, as in (1). 

 

(1) a. Que venga   María. 

 COMP come-PRS.SBJV.3SG María 

 b. Que viene   María. 

 COMP come-PRS.IND.3SG María 

 

Non-embedded subjunctive que-clauses (abbreviated henceforth as SQCs) (1a) can 

receive a limited array of interpretations: an imperative-desiderative4 reading (‘May 

María come!’) or an exclamative-evaluative reading (‘[It´s unbelievable] that María 

comes!’), depending on formal features such as intonation and tense selection (see 

Sánchez López 2015, Gras & Sansiñena 2017). On the other hand, non-embedded 

indicative que-clauses (abbreviated henceforth as IQCs) can receive multiple 

interpretations that depend not only on formal features, but also on the discourse context 

                                                           
(specific formal or functional properties) in the description of discourse particles shared by European and 

Latin American varieties of Spanish. 
3 We understand divergence in a broad sense, as a diachronic process by which two or more language 

varieties become structurally more dissimilar (Harnisch 2010: 275).  
4 There is no agreement on whether imperative and optative interpretations can be subsumed under a single 

form/meaning pairing. For a discussion on this issue, see Garrido Medina, 1999; Gras 2011, 2016; Sánchez 

López, 2015; Sansiñena 2015 and Sansiñena et al. 2015b. 



 

 

in which they appear (Gras & Sansiñena 2015), e.g. justification of a previous speech act 

(1’a), reported speech (1’b), correction of addressee’s assumptions (1’c) or warning (1’d), 

amongst many others. 

 

(1’) a. Date prisa, que viene María. 

 ‘Hurry up, [because] María is coming’ 

 b. He hablado con Ana. Que viene María. 

 ‘I spoke to Ana. [She said] María is coming’ 

 c.  – No conocemos a nadie en esa cena. 

  ‘We don’t know anybody at that dinner’ 

  – ¡Que viene María! 

  ‘[But] María is coming!’ 

 d. [Looking through the window] ¡Que viene María! 

 ‘María is coming!’ 

 

There is no agreement on the literature as to whether the contexts illustrated in (1’) should 

be treated as a single polysemous construction or as different constructions with their 

specific formal features responsible for the attested interpretations. Moreover, since IQCs 

have been studied almost exclusively using data coming from Peninsular Spanish (cf. 

Sansiñena 2015), it is not known whether all the contexts in (1’) are equally available in 

Latin American varieties of Spanish. 

 

This paper presents a corpus-based interactional analysis of IQCs in three regional 

varieties of Spanish (Madrid, Spain; Santiago, Chile; and Buenos Aires, Argentina). On 

the one hand, we show that IQCs exhibit regional variation regarding the discourse 

contexts in which they appear: not all contexts are equally available for each regional 

variety. Moreover, we suggest that this variation can be placed on a cline, which ranges 

from high discourse dependency to low discourse dependency. On the other hand, our 

analysis complements formal typologies of IQCs in two respects: (i) it describes the 

discourse contexts in which different formal types of IQCs are used and (ii) it shows 

specific contexts and interpretations that had not been explicitly acknowledged in formal 

studies. 

 

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a panoramic view of the most 



 

 

representative studies on non-embedded que-clauses, focusing on types of IQCs. Section 

3 describes the theoretical and methodological bases of the analysis. Section 4 describes 

the discourse contexts in which IQCs are used in the varieties under study, and Section 5 

discusses the relevance of these results, both for the understanding of the regional 

variation of IQCs in Spanish and for the formal typology of IQCs. Section 6 presents our 

conclusions. 

 

 

2. Non embedded que-clauses in Spanish: an overview 

 

The use of complement clauses in non-embedding contexts has since long been 

acknowledged in Spanish Linguistics. Literature has identified several unrelated 

meanings, such as imperative/desiderative (see Bello 1847; Gili Gaya 1943; Moliner 

1966-67; Sirbu-Dumitrescu 2004; Garrido Medina 1998; Porroche Ballesteros 2000; 

Pons 2003; RAE-AALE 2009; Demonte & Fernández Soriano 2009, 2013a; Gras 2011, 

2016; Villa García 2015; Sansiñena 2015, 2015b, 2017), exclamative/evaluative (see 

Garrido Medina 1999; Santos Río 2003; Biezma 2007; Gras & Sansiñena 2017) and 

various types of discourse/contextual meanings, such as reiteration, contrast, topic 

(re)introduction and echo, amongst others (see Spitzer 1942, Gili Gaya 1943; Alcina & 

Blecua 1975; Sirbu-Dumitrescu 1992, 1994a, 1994b, 1998; Cascón Martín 1995; 

Escandell-Vidal 1999; Porroche Ballesteros 2000; Pons 2003; Demonte & Fernández 

Soriano 2007, 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2014; Etxepare 2008, 2010, 2013; Rodríguez Ramalle 

2008a, 2008b; Gras 2011, 2013, Gras & Sansiñena 2015, Sansiñena 2015). However, two 

aspects remain unsolved. On the one hand, authors such as Gras and Sansiñena do not 

agree on how many different types of que should be posited. On the other, it has been 

barely studied whether there exists intralinguistic variation in this aspect of Spanish 

lexicogrammar. In this section, we review the different types of non-embedded que-

clauses proposed in the literature, with a special focus on indicative clauses, and the 

existing works that study their geographical variation. 

 

Non-embedded que-clauses started to be mentioned in early 19th century grammars (Bello 

1847). They were treated as cases of ellipsis of a main predicate: their meaning was 

explained on the basis of the semantics of the elided predicate (quiero ‘want’, digo ‘say’, 

espero ‘hope’, etc.) and some of their contexts of use were listed (e.g. in Gili Gaya 1943, 



 

 

Alcina & Blecua 1975). In the last decades of the 20th century, due to an increase in the 

interest on spoken language, que began to be treated as a discourse marker. From a 

pragmatic approach, it was analyzed either as a marker of background information 

(Porroche Ballesteros 2000) or as a modality marker (Pons 2003). However, these 

analyses failed to answer how specific formal properties (mood selection or clause type 

compatibility, for instance) were related to the interpretation of que-clauses (imperative, 

optative, evaluative, and so on). By contrast, more recent studies coincide in recognizing 

that non-embedded que-clauses do not constitute a single linguistic object and, therefore, 

different types of non-embedded que-clauses should be posited, being interpreted either 

as different form/meaning pairings (Gras 2011, 2013, 2016; Gras & Sansiñena 2015, 

2017; Sansiñena 2015; Sansiñena et al. 2015a, 2015b) or as the lexicalization of different 

functional categories placed in the left periphery of the sentence (Rodríguez Ramalle 

2008a, 2008b, Etxepare 2008, 2010, 2013, Demonte & Fernández Soriano 2007, 2009, 

2013a, 2013b, 2014, Corr 2016). 

 

Regarding their mood selection, two types of que-clauses can be set apart: subjunctive 

que-clauses (SQCs) and indicative que-clauses (IQCs).5 SQCs allow for a limited array 

of semantic interpretations: (i) imperative-optative, as in (2), which expresses the 

speaker’s interest towards the realization of the propositional content or (ii) exclamative-

evaluative, as in (3), which expresses the speaker’s negative evaluation of a propositional 

content. 

 

(2) está gilipollas tía (.)  

 que le   d-en   por el culo 

 COMP DAT.3SG give-SUBJ.PR.3PL by the ass 

 

‘She’s silly, girl. 

Fuck her.’ 

(MABPE2-01C, COLA M) 6 

                                                           
5 Non-embedded que-clauses with a quotative interpretation select both indicative and subjunctive verb 

forms depending on the clause type being reported: indicative for declarative, interrogative and exclamative 

sentences, and subjunctive for imperative and optative sentences. The specific mood selection of quotative 

que-clauses can be taken as evidence for considering them a specific constructional type. 
6 Corpus examples are identified by the conversation code and a letter indicating the subcorpora: M 

(Madrid), S (Santiago de Chile) and BS (Buenos Aires). For reasons of space, glosses will only be provided 



 

 

 

(3) en el día de mañana/ puedo tener hijos/ y 

que se teng-a   que ir mi hija 

COMP PRO have-SUBJ.PR.3SG COMP go.INF my daughter 

sola a abort-ar/ 

alone to abort.INF 

pues no/ 

 

‘In the future I can have children, and 

that my daughter should have to go  

alone to have an abortion… 

well, no.’ 

(MadSex, T17_V_M292_AC17_DEF) 

 

There is sufficient formal evidence (such as intonation and tense selection) to consider 

these two interpretations as two different constructions or formal types (Sánchez López 

2015, Gras & Sansiñena 2017). Interestingly, these same constructional types have been 

proposed for Germanic languages as well (see Verstraete, D’Hertefelt & Van Linden 

2012, D’Hertefelt & Verstraete 2014, D’Hertefelt submitted). 

 

As for the indicative clauses, the situation is less clear. As we already pointed out, the 

interpretation of IQCs heavily depends on the discourse context in which they are used 

(Gras 2013, 2016, Gras & Sansiñena 2015). Example (1’), reproduced below as (4), 

shows how the same que-clause (Que viene María Lit. That María is coming) receives 

different interpretations when used in different discourse contexts: it introduces a 

justification of a speech act when placed right after that speech act (4a), it receives a 

quotative interpretation when an alternative speech situation is made available in the 

preceding co(n)text (4b), it corrects the addressee’s assumptions when introducing a 

response (4c) and it expresses a warning to the addressee when reacting to an 

extralinguistic stimulus, perceived in or inferred from the situational context (4d). 

 

(4) a. Date prisa, que viene María. 

                                                           
for the structures under analysis, and whenever the excerpt is short. A functional translation in English will 

be included below each example in Spanish. The corpus is described in Section 3. 



 

 

 ‘Hurry up, [because] María is coming’ 

 b. He hablado con Ana. Que viene María. 

 ‘I spoke to Ana. [She said] María is coming’ 

 c.  – No conocemos a nadie en esa cena. 

  ‘We don’t know anybody at that dinner’ 

  – ¡Que viene María! 

  ‘[But] María is coming!’ 

 d. [Looking at the window] ¡Que viene María! 

 ‘María is coming!’ 

 

The question arises as to whether these contexts are instances of a single construction –a 

single form with different interpretations– or whether the differences in interpretation 

correlate with formal differences. Adopting an interactional approach, Gras & Sansiñena 

(Gras & Sansiñena 2015, Gras 2016) analyse contexts like (4) as contextually dependent 

interpretations of a single construction with an abstract indexical meaning: it points to the 

need to retrieve some semantic element that is accessible from the context, either from 

previous discourse (4a, b), shared knowledge (4c) or the physical context itself (4d). This 

indexical meaning can be realized in diverse, more concrete, situated meanings or 

interpretations, in terms of interactions of the abstract indexical meaning and certain 

aspects of the contexts in which these constructions are used. 

 

By contrast, focusing on formal properties, generative cartographic approaches have 

suggested that cases like (4) should not be analysed altogether, given that they constitute 

different formal types, conceived as different projections in the (extended) left periphery 

of the sentence (Demonte & Fernández Soriano 2013a, 2013b, 2014, Corr 2016), though 

there is not an agreement regarding what specific types should be distinguished. 

Considering data coming from standard and non-standard Ibero-Romance varieties, Corr 

(2016) coins the term “illocutionary que” to refer to discourse-oriented functions of que 

in utterance-initial position, and distinguishes three distinct formal types, with their own 

formal and interpretive features: conjunctive (5), quotative (6) and exclamative (7). 

 

(5)  G01: cuidado (.) que se cae 

 ‘G01: be careful, [QUE] it will fall’ 

 (MAESB2-01C, COLA M) 



 

 

 

(6) [A girl tells about a date she had last week] 

G01: joder Ana eres una cerda  

eres una putilla con patas eh/ 

 J01: eee/ 

G01: que eres   una putilla con patas 

 COMP be-PRS.IND.2SG a whore with legs 

 

‘G01: damn Ana you’re a pig 

you’re a little slut eh/ 

 J01: eh/ 

G01: QUE you’re a little slut’ 

(MABPE2-01A, COLA M) 

 

(7) [Two boys talk while playing with a turtle, which is approaching the minidisk they 

 are using to record the conversation] 

G05: se lo digo a la tortuga 

G01: guuus ja ja <laughter> 

G05: groooooo 

que se  lo com-eee\  <laughter> 

COMP you.DAT.SG it eat-PRS.IND.3SG 

G01: se va a comer el micrófono este tío coño mira mira 

 

‘G05: I tell it to the turtle 

G01: guuus ha ha <laughter> 

G05: groooooo 

[QUE] he eats it\ <laughter> 

G01: this guy is going to eat the microphone damn look look’ 

(MAESB2-01C, COLA M) 

 

The first formal type is conjunctive que, whose “function is to contextualise utterance 

information for the benefit of the addressee” (Corr 2016: 199), as in (5), where the que-



 

 

clause explains why the addressee needs to be careful. Secondly, quotative que-clauses7 

are “reported speech clauses introduced by the item que which, crucially, do not rely on 

a retrievable verbum dicendi to be felicitous” (Corr 2016: 155), as in (6), where no verb 

of saying is found in the previous turns. Finally, exclamative que is described as “an 

indicative clause […] which has the illocutionary force of an exclamation” (Corr 2016, 

84). According to Corr, exclamative que adds to the propositional content an expressive 

attitudinal value, whose precise interpretation depends on the specific communicative 

situation (Corr, 2016: §3.3.). In (7) que adds an expressive value of surprise and 

counterexpectation: speaker G05 is amazed at the fact that the turtle is trying to bite the 

minidisk and he warns the addressee about it. 

 

As for the regional variation of non-embedded que-clauses, it has received little attention 

in the Hispanic Linguistic literature. Previous corpus studies do not show relevant 

variation between Peninsular and Latin American Spanish regarding SQCs, both 

imperative-optative (Sansiñena et al. 2015b, 2017) and evaluative-exclamative (Gras & 

Sansiñena 2017). As for IQCs, even though there are no systematic dialectal studies, it 

has been suggested that some of the “illocutionary” types are characteristic of European 

varieties – as opposed to Latin American – (Corr 2016: 24) and, conversely, that Latin 

American varieties show specific formal types not found in Peninsular Spanish, such as 

Chilean exclamative indicative que-clauses (8) (Gras & Sansiñena 2017). 

 

(8) que so-n   pelador-es 

COMP be.PRS.IND-2PL faultfinder-PL 

‘How hypercritical you are!’ 

(SCCCM4-04, COLA S, Chile) 

 

This paper is a contribution to the study of the dialectal variation of IQCs in two respects. 

On the one hand, it aims to determine whether IQCs are used by speakers of different 

varieties in the same interactional contexts or whether some contexts are not available in 

some of the varieties under study, which might suggest a divergent evolution of IQCs in 

the dialectal spectrum of Spanish. On the other hand, it also aims to complement the 

                                                           
7 Demonte & Fernández Soriano (2013a, 2014) distinguish between reportative que (a reportative hearsay 

evidential) and echoic que (a complementizer that reproduces previous discourse). By contrast, Etxepare 

(2010, 2013) and Corr (2016) consider echoic que a single formal type. 



 

 

typology of “illocutionary” que, by showing in which interactional contexts each type is 

found and whether all contexts correspond to the formal types proposed, namely 

conjunctive, quotative and exclamative. 

 

 

3. Methodology 

 

This paper is theoretically and methodologically informed by Interactional Linguistics, a 

multidisciplinary approach to language that combines insights from (Functional) 

Linguistics, Conversation Analysis and Linguistic Anthropology (Ford 1993; Ochs, 

Schegloff and Thompson 1996; Selting and Couper-Kuhlen 2001; Ford, Fox and 

Thompson 2002). Interactional Linguistics is interested in the analysis of linguistic forms 

as tools employed by conversationalists to perform actions in interaction. 

 

The study presented here is based on the analysis of three components of the Corpus Oral 

del Lenguaje Adolescente (COLA), which contains naturally occurring conversations 

among adolescents who are native speakers of different varieties of Spanish. The three 

subcorpora used correspond to the cities of Madrid (120,000 words), Santiago de Chile 

(150,000 words) and Buenos Aires (70,000 words). Even though the corpus is limited and 

the sizes of the three subcorpora are different, COLA is currently the only corpus which 

meets the requested criteria for this study: (i) it represents spoken informal interactions –

non-embedded que-clauses are characteristic of spoken informal registers – and contains 

material representing different varieties of Spanish.8 We are aware that differences in size 

could potentially affect the results, e.g. the fact that a specific context is not attested in 

the corpus might be due to size limitations. In order to prevent this, we corroborated with 

native speakers of the varieties under study whether IQCs were acceptable in contexts not 

attested for a certain variety. 

 

A semi-automatic selection of occurrences was carried out, taking into account two basic 

criteria: (i) the presence of an initial que in a non-subordinate context (no ellipsis), i.e. 

contexts in which there is no element that can be considered as a main predicate, either 

                                                           
8 Another corpus of colloquial Spanish is being collected: the Ameresco corpus (América Español 

Coloquial). However, only a small sample of materials are available: http://esvaratenuacion.es/corpus-

discursivo-propio/ 



 

 

in the intervention of the speaker or in the immediately previous intervention by an 

interlocutor, and (ii) a verb in one of the forms of the indicative mood. Following these 

criteria, we decided to exclude cases like (9), since speaker J01’s answer may be taken to 

depend on an elided matrix clause, recoverable from the preceding question uttered by an 

interlocutor,9 but we included instances of the so-called causal que, such as (10), due to 

the fact that the que-clause is not embedded under a main predicate.10 

 

(9)  [A group of friends talking about their plans for a long weekend] 

  G03: qué pasa el puente de mayo/ 

  J01: que me mudo 

 

  ‘G03: what will happen during the long weekend in May/ 

  J01: [QUE] I’m moving’ 

  (MAESB2-02, COLA M) 

 

(10)  G01: cuidado (.) que se cae 

‘G01: be careful, [QUE] it will fall’ 

  (MAESB2-01C, COLA M) 

 

The analysis has been carried out in three phases. The first phase consisted in analysing 

the relation of the IQC to the sequential organization of the conversation: “the occurrence 

of any utterance in conversation can be related to its prior context in terms of how it fills 

its sequential slot” (Ford 1993: 10). We took into account two parameters: turn position 

and type of turn. According to its position in the turn, each token is classified as initial or 

non-initial. According to the type of turn, each token is classified as an initiation, a 

(preferred/dispreferred) response, or a response-initiation. Initiations are first parts in 

adjacency pairs, while responses are second parts. Que-constructions that form the first 

parts of adjacency pairs, i.e. turns that are not predicted by a previous turn, can be 

classified into direct and indirect initiations. Direct initiations, such as questions, 

invitations, offers or requests, require the presence of a following, predicted turn, such as 

                                                           
9 This phenomenon has been labelled as dyadic dependency. See Sansiñena et al. 2015a for a detailed 

analysis. 
10 The relation linking the two component clauses has been referred to as either ‘subordination’ (see NGLE 

2009: §46.6) or ‘parataxis’ and ‘sociation’ (see Aliaga García & Bustos Guadaño 1997; Iglesias Recuero 

2000; Sansiñena 2015). 



 

 

an immediate answer or acceptance. Conversely, indirect initiations, such as comments 

or assessments, do not predict a subsequent turn. Additionally, responses are further 

classified according to the preference patterns as preferred – or structurally simple – and 

dispreferred – or structurally complex – responses (Levinson 1983: 307). Finally, 

response-initiations are reactions to previous turns which, at the same time, demand a 

response from the interlocutor (Gras & Sansiñena 2015). Due to space limitations, these 

concepts will be further exemplified in the results section (§4). 

 

Second, we determined the situated meaning or interpretation of the construction. In order 

to do so, we have taken into account two types of evidence: (i) the cotext of the IQC 

(sequential organization, rhetorical relation between the que-construction and its 

preceding context, and the co-occurrence of other linguistic forms that express pragmatic 

or interactional meanings, such as discourse markers, interjections and vocatives) and (ii) 

participants’ reactions –“as each turn is responded by a second, we find displayed in that 

second an analysis of the first by its recipient” (Levinson 1983: 321, emphasis in the 

original). We have captured every situated meaning as a discourse pattern: “a recurrent 

interactional practice which has not become sedimented as a grammatical format, but is 

instead a pragmatic routine for assessing a situation or event in social interaction” 

(Couper-Kuhlen & Thompson, 2008: 445). 

 

Finally, once we have identified these situated meanings, in the third phase of analysis 

we checked the availability of each of these meanings in each of the varieties of Spanish 

studied. Moreover, we contrasted the relative frequency of use of the identified situated 

meanings per variety. 

 

The total amount of IQCs obtained for each subcorpora of the COLA corpus (per city) 

can be observed in Table 1. The relative frequency of que-clauses, taking into account the 

total amount of words per variety, shows that these structures are more frequent in the 

Madrilenian variety, relatively less frequent in the Rioplatense variety from Buenos Aires, 

and even more infrequent in the variety of Santiago de Chile. 

 

Component Total words Discourse-

connective  

Relative 

frequency in the 



 

 

que-constructions corpus 

Madrid 120,000 (selection) 158 0,13% 

Santiago de Chile 150,000 36 0,024% 

Buenos Aires 70,000 50 0,071% 

Table 1. Non-embedded que-clauses in the COLA 

 

 

4. Results 

4.1. General distribution 

 

In this subsection, we present the general distribution of initial and non-initial positions 

of these structures. On the one hand, we consider as ‘initial’ not only the cases in which 

que is the first word in the turn, but also the cases in which the que-construction is 

preceded only by a discourse particle, such as a discourse marker proper, a conjunction, 

an interjection or a vocative. In (11), for instance, the que-clause is preceded by ah, an 

interjection that could be glossed as ‘I’ve just remembered’. 

 

(11) [A group of friends chatting, when one of them receives a phone call] 

J03: si es para mí que no estoy vale/ que me he ido de vacaciones 

G02: ah (.) que por cierto dijo (.) ah bueno ya te lo habrá dicho 

 

‘J03: if it’s for me, tell them I’m not here ok/ tell them that I’ve gone on vacation 

G02: oh (.) [QUE] by the way [s]he said (.) oh well [s]he must have already told 

you’ 

(MABPE2-01C, COLA M) 

 

On the other hand, we consider ‘non-initial’ those cases in which the que-clause is a turn 

increment, i.e. “any nonmain-clause continuation of a speaker’s turn after that speaker 

has come to what could have been a completion point, or a ‘transition-relevance place,’ 

based on prosody, syntax and sequential action” (Ford, Fox & Thompson 2002: 16). In 

(12), for example, the que-clause is an incremental construction that adds support to the 

previous directive speech act calla ‘be quiet/shut up’. 

 



 

 

(12) [An adolescent is listening to the radio but one of his friends keeps on talking] 

J01: calla (.) que est-oy   escuch-ando 

  COMP be-PRS.IND.1SG listen-GER11 

G01: no me da la gana 

 

‘J01: shut up (.) [QUE] I’m listening 

G01: I don’t want to’ 

(MABPE2-01B, COLA M) 

 

Table 2 below shows the distribution of discourse-connective que-constructions in the 

three varieties of Spanish according to the position of the construction in the turn. Two 

opposite tendencies can be observed here. While in the corpus from Buenos Aires the 

non-initial position is much more frequent (92%) than the initial position (8%), the 

opposite tendency is observed – although it is not so pronounced – in the data from 

Madrid, where the majority of tokens are in initial position (64%), while fewer tokens 

appear in non-initial position (36%). In the corpus from Santiago de Chile there is a 

preference for the initial position, but it is not as marked as in the Madrilenian variety, 

which means there is a slightly more balanced distribution between initial (59%) and non-

initial (41%) tokens. 

 

Position in 

the turn 

Occurrences (%) 

Madrid 

Occurrences (%) 

Santiago de Chile 

Occurrences (%) 

Buenos Aires 

Initial 101 (64%) 33 (59%) 4 (8%) 

Non-initial 57 (36%) 23 (41%) 46 (92%) 

Total 158 (100%) 56 (100 %)   50 (100 %) 

Table 2. Distribution of que-constructions according to the position in the turn 

 

4.2. Results: non-initial position 

 

In the analysis of constructions in non-initial positions we identified two types of situated 

                                                           
11 The abbreviation GER stands for ‘gerund’. Note that this abbreviation is not found in the Leipzig 

Glossing Rules. 



 

 

meanings: ‘support of a prior claim’ and ‘projection of a larger turn’. Both situated 

meanings are available and have been documented in the three varieties of Spanish. 

 

The situated meaning of support of a prior claim occurs in conversational contexts in 

which an incremental que-construction justifies or adds support to a previous turn-

constructional unit12 (abbreviated henceforth as TCU) that is either a directive speech act, 

as in (12) above and (13), a dispreferred response to a directive speech act, or a previous 

que-construction with a deontic or volitional modal value. By using the que-construction 

the speaker justifies his/her own position to have carried out the previous speech act. 

There is a relation of pragmatic dependence between the que-construction and the 

previous statement in the turn, in that the que-construction introduces an assumption that 

justifies the adequacy of the previous act. 

 

(13) G02: no faltes 

que  vos so-s13   el el la mente creadora 

COMP you be.PRS.IND-3SG the the the mind creative 

de nuestro grupo 

of our group 

 

‘G02: don’t be absent [QUE] you are the the the creative mind in our team’ 

(BABS2-08, COLA BA) 

 

Situated meaning: support of a prior claim 

 

Co(n)text - non-initial position in the turn: speech 

act (e.g. directive, rejection) + que-

clause 

- incremental que-construction 

Interactional 

meaning 

Justification or support of a previous speech act 

to point to some evidence that can be observed 

or inferred from the situational context 

                                                           
12 A turn-constructional unit (TCU) is the smallest unit which can form a turn at talk (see Sacks, Schegloff 

& Jefferson 1974; Ford & Thompson 1996; Schegloff 1996). 
13 As illustrated by the corpus data, both pronominal and verbal voseo, such as in vos sabés ‘you know’, are 

characteristic of the variety of Spanish spoken in and around the Río de la Plata basin. 



 

 

Table 3. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘support of a prior 

claim’ 

 

The second situated meaning identified is that of projection of a larger turn, which occurs 

in a different type of discourse context. Most turn projections occur within long 

interventions by one speaker, which are usually narrations in which a referent is 

introduced and the speaker not only offers additional information to characterize the 

referent, but also reports what this referent has said, i.e. (s)he reports a previous speech 

event. This information is usually presented by means of one or more incremental que-

constructions, which means that, from the perspective of the conversational discourse, 

these are extensions in a multi-unit turn (Ford et al. 1996; Ford and Thompson 1996; Ford 

et al. 2002), as in (14). In this example, one student explains to his friends how a professor 

from Norway visited their school to introduce the project COLA and asked them to 

participate in it. Speaker G01 introduces the referent – una noruega ‘a Norwegian 

woman’ – and then reports her discourse by means of que-constructions. 

 

(14) G01: os cuento/ una movida rara yo\ 

sabéis lo de inglés de ayer\ 

G03: el qué/ ah sí 

G01: lo de la noruega 

G02: qué de inglés\ 

G01: que vino una noruega y y y (.) 

queee de la Universidad de Bergen o no sé qué leches 

que es la mejor universidad de Noruega y tal 

que por lo visto el español es el segundo idioma de Noruega y tal  

más importante y y y bueno el caso es que están estudiando 

la evolución del español en plan palabras nuevas tú sabes\ 

yyy eso lo estudian en los jóvenes entonces 

que habían hecho ya unnn uno de esos estudios en Oslo 

otro en Helsinki y otros en Estocolmo otro 

eeen en Londres y no sé qué (.) a ver cómo iban evolucionando las lenguas (.) 

no sé qué 

 

‘G01: shall I tell you/ a weird thing I\ 



 

 

do you know what happened in the English class yesterday\ 

G03: what/ oh yes 

G01: the thing about the Norwegian 

G02: what happened in the English class\ 

G01: [QUE] a Norwegian woman came and (.) 

[QUE] from the University of Bergen or I don’t know what freaking thing 

that is the best university in Norway and such 

[QUE] apparently Spanish is the second language in Norway and such 

most important and and and well the thing is that they are studying 

the evolution of Spanish like new words you know\ 

and they study that in youngsters so 

[QUE] they had already done oone one of those studies in Oslo 

another one in Helsinki and another one in Stockholm another one 

in in London and I don’t know what (.) to see how languages were evolving (.) 

I don’t know what’ 

(MAESB2-01B, COLA M) 

 

The que-construction here is not interpreted as a justification of the previous speech act, 

but rather receives a quotative interpretation, given that the speaker reproduces an 

utterance from a previous communicative situation. In (14) the speaker indicates who the 

quoted person is (a Norwegian professor) and in what communicative situation the 

utterances were produced (in their last English lesson). 

 

Some of these que-clauses could be analysed as relative clauses, although the structure is 

not as simple as that of relative clauses, e.g. between que vino una noruega and queee de 

la Universidad de Bergen o no sé qué leches we find and extension with y ‘and’, so it 

cannot be classified as a classic relative clause with a nominal antecedent positioned 

immediately before the que-clause. This means that, although some of these cases 

apparently look like relative clauses, they function differently (i.e. they receive a 

quotative interpretation) and occur in different positions. 

 

Situated meaning: projection of a larger turn 

 

Co(n)text 



 

 

- non-initial position in the turn 

(internal in a complex turn) 

- incremental que-construction 

Interactional 

meaning 

Speaker projects textual sequences within a turn 

and reports a previous speech event. 

Table 4. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘projection of a larger 

turn’ 

 

4.3. Results: initial position 

 

Each que-construction attested in the data in turn-initial position has been classified as an 

initiation or as a response. As mentioned in the methodology section, an initiation is the 

first-pair part of an adjacency pair and is not projected by a previous turn, which very 

often implies a topic change. A response is a second-pair part of an adjacency pair and is 

projected by the previous turn. Interestingly enough, we documented constructions that 

simultaneously act as both a response and an initiation, i.e. which are projected by the 

previous turn and require a response. We refer to this special case as ‘response-initiation’. 

Altogether, we took into account three contexts: initiation, response and response-

initiation. 

 

The distribution of que-constructions in initial position is very marked in the three 

varieties for initiations and responses. As Table 5 shows, if we consider the cases of 

responses and response-initiations simultaneously, given that they are both interventions 

that react to a previous one, these constitute the immense majority of tokens, especially 

for the subcorpora from Madrid and Santiago de Chile, in which they are quite productive. 

In the case of Buenos Aires, although we observe the same tendency as in the other 

varieties, given that there are very few tokens, no generalizations can be made. 

 

Turn Occurrences (%) 

Madrid 

Occurrences (%) 

Santiago de 

Chile 

Occurrences (%) 

Buenos Aires 

Initiation 38 (37,6%) 12 (32,4%) 0 (0%) 

Response 48 (47,5%) 20 (54,1%) 3 (75%) 



 

 

Response-

initiation 

15 (14,9%) 5 (13,5%) 1 (25%) 

Total 101 (100%) 37 (100%) 4 (100%) 

Table 5. Distribution of que-constructions in initial position 

 

In what follows we discuss the results for different types of turn, i.e. initiations, responses 

and response-initiations in more detail. 

 

4.3.1. Results: initiation 

 

Initiations were documented in two types of discourse context. In the first type of context, 

the que-construction does not constitute a reaction to a previous intervention, but to the 

situational context, as in (15-17). In the second type of context, the que-construction is in 

non-initial position, but resumes a topic previously discussed in the conversation, as in 

(18) below, or even a topic discussed in a previous interaction. The situated meanings 

identified in initiations are, respectively, warning and topic reintroduction. 

 

Warning can be defined as an attention call about a circumstance that is accessible from 

the situational context and which implies an exhortation to act. This means that it can be 

classified as an indirect directive strategy. This situated meaning is clearly recognized in 

the varieties of Madrid and Santiago de Chile. The que-clause functions as an initiation, 

as it is the first-pair part of an adjacency pair, and it can be preceded by discourse markers 

and interjections that usually call the interlocutor’s attention or make the position of the 

speaker explicit, as in (15-16). 

 

(15) G01: eh (.) que no est-á   abierto  

   COMP NEG be-PRS.IND.3SG open 

 (.) esperar aquí 

 

‘G01: eh [QUE] it’s not open wait here’ 

(MAESB2-02, COLA M) 

 

(16) J03: ay 

<background noise> 



 

 

J03: ay (.) que  me est-ás   cuarte-ándo-me 

COMP I.DAT be-PRS.IND.2SG cut.up-GER-me 

el dedo 

the finger 

J01: ah ya 

 

‘J03: oh 

<background noise> 

J03: oh [QUE] you are cutting my finger 

J01: oh ok’ 

(SCEAB8-11, COLA S) 

 

Situated meaning: warning 

 

Co(n)text - turn-initial position 

- optionally preceded by an attention-

gatherer: (marker) + que-construction 

- initiation (first-pair part of an 

adjacency pair) 

Interactional 

Meaning 

Speaker directs the addressee’s attention to 

stimuli that can be directly observed or inferred 

from the situational context. 

Table 6. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘warning’ 

 

The warning construction can be considered ambiguous, as two interpretations are 

plausible. From the point of view of the conversational sequence, they can be interpreted 

as clearly initiative interventions, but it is also possible to consider that the que-

construction does not occur in an initial position, but that the discourse marker or 

interjection is the element that occupies the initial position in the intervention and by 

means of which the speech act is carried out. In (15) the interjection eh ‘hey’ gathers the 

attention of the interlocutor, and in (16) ay ‘oh’ expresses the pain that the speaker feels. 

The que-clause justifies the position of the speaker at the moment of performing the 

speech act. Both analyses are plausible but, the fact that it is possible, at least for the 

Madrilenian variety, to express this meaning without the presence of an interjection, as in 

(17), advances the idea that this situated meaning exists independently of that of support 



 

 

of a prior claim. In (17) speaker G01 is talking about a researcher who works in the COLA 

project and speaker G02 thinks that it is not polite to talk about her and points to the fact 

that the researcher may eventually listen to the recording. 

 

(17) [A group of classmates talking about a researcher who visited their school] 

  G01: es que se llama Ulla tío 

  G02: que te va a escu[char]14 

  G01: [me da igual] que se escuche 

  ya lo sé que se lo lo va a escuchar tío pero yo soy como soy 

 

  ‘G01: her name is Ulla dude 

  G02: [QUE] she will he[ar you] 

  G01: [I don’t care] that they can hear me 

  I know that that they are going to hear it dude, but that’s just how I am’ 

  (MABPE2-02, COLA M) 

 

Topic reintroduction can be defined as the resumption of a topic in the conversation, i.e. 

the speaker goes back to a topic which was introduced in a previous intervention within 

the conversation or in a previous conversation. This situated meaning has only been 

documented in the corpus from Madrid. In (18) a group of friends are chatting in a public 

square while babysitting a child and they are arranging to meet later on to go out. After 

they change the topic to talk about the baby and the baby’s pacifier, speaker J01 

reintroduces the topic, i.e. goes back to talking about meeting later on that day. 

 

(18)  J01: bueno pues cuando vengáis del ciber venir porque dice la Tere que no vais 

a ir a su qu% porque cuando vengáis del cine 

J03: no vais a ir a su casa/ 

<cars passing by> 

J03: yo tengo que ir a bajar a por mi hermana 

[…] 

J02: joder a ver si le compramos un chupete que se lleva todo a la boca 

J03: claro pero que si lo acaba de perder 

                                                           
14 Square brackets represent an overlap. 



 

 

es que tenemos en casa perooo no tenía las llaves 

J04: a ver si se lo ha tragado je je je je 

J01: se lo he lavado y se lo he puesto en la boca y todo pero no sé dónde ha podido 

soltar el niño [este XXX] 

J03: [es mío] 

J02: dámelo un poquito 

J04: eh/ 

<background noise> 

J02: dámelo no/ dámelo (.) cuánto te lo quieres quedar/ 

J04: [pa ti] 

J01: [que] cuando vengáis no sé si estaré yo en la calle 

sino estoy (.) pues (.) mañana (...) entiendes/ 

J02: venga toma 

 

‘J01: ok well when you come from the cybercafé come because Tere says that you 

are not going to her % because when you come back from the cinema 

J03: you are not going to her house/ 

<cars passing by> 

J03: I have to go down to pick up my sister 

[…] 

J02: damn let’s see if we buy a pacifier for him he is putting everything in his 

mouth 

J03: sure but he has just lost it 

It’s just that we have them at home but I didn’t have the keys 

J04: let’s see if he has swallowed it he he he 

J01: 1 [I’ve washed it for him and I’ve put it in his mouth and such but I don’t 

know where this kid has lost it XXX] 

J03: 1[it’s mine] 

J02: give it to me a little bit 

J04: eh/ 

<background noise> 

J02: give it to me right/ give it to me (.) how long do you want to keep it/ 

J04: 1[for you] 

J01: 1[[QUE] when you come back I don’t know if I will be in the street] 



 

 

if I’m not (.) well (.) tomorrow (...) do you understand/ 

J02: ok here you are’ 

(MABPE2-11A, COLA M) 

 

Situated meaning: topic reintroduction 

 

Co(n)text - turn-initial position 

- (marker) + que-construction 

- initiation (first-pair part in an 

adjacency pair) 

Interactional 

meaning 

Speaker reintroduces a topic that has been 

previously discussed 

Table 7. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘topic reintroduction’ 

 

4.3.2. Results: response 

 

As has been said earlier, responses are the most frequent type of turn in the corpus and 

we classified them into preferred and dispreferred (Levinson 1983). Preferred responses 

are usually unmarked and culturally expected and they tend to be relatively brief and 

delivered promptly. On the contrary, dispreferred responses are marked – given that they 

are not expected –, structurally more complex, and tend to include hesitations. They are 

usually delayed second-pair parts of adjacency pairs. 

 

There is a clear tendency for que-responses to be dispreferred turns. This tendency is more 

marked in the Madrilenian variety than in the variety from Santiago de Chile while in the 

variety of Buenos Aires all instances count as dispreferred responses. The three situated 

meanings available for responses are emphatic contrast, elaboration and exclamative-

evaluative. On the one hand, emphatic contrast is closely associated to a dispreferred 

response, and it is indeed the most frequent situated interpretation for responses in the 

Madrilenian variety, while in the Spanish from Santiago de Chile and Buenos Aires it is 

possible, but much less frequent. On the other hand, elaborative and exclamative-

evaluative constructions have only been documented in the variety from Santiago de 

Chile. The elaborative construction is a preferred response, a type of collaborative 

intervention, while the exclamative-evaluative construction functions as an evaluative 

reaction to either the previous intervention by the interlocutor or an external, non-



 

 

linguistic stimulus. Table 8 illustrates the distribution of preferred and dispreferred 

responses across the three varieties of Spanish. 

 

Response Occurrences (%) 

Madrid 

Occurrences (%) 

Santiago de Chile 

Occurrences 

(%) 

Buenos Aires 

Preferred 2 (4,2%) 6 (30%) 0  

Dispreferred 46 (95,8%) 14 (70%) 3 (100%) 

Total 48 (100%) 20 (100 %) 3 (100%) 

Table 8. Distribution of que-constructions as preferred and dispreferred responses 

 

Emphatic contrast can be defined as the dispreferred second part in an adjacency pair in 

which an interlocutor expresses some type of disagreement or rejection towards what has 

been said by the interlocutor, usually in the immediate previous intervention. The speaker 

shows an assumption that the interlocutor has not taken into account and which can be 

considered to be part of their shared knowledge. In (19) a group of friends discusses about 

religion and what God looks like. While some participants in the conversation affirm that 

nobody knows what God looks like, speaker G33, who disagrees with the other 

interlocutors, makes explicit – even if she does so ironically – that God made us in his 

own image, i.e. what the other participants had not taken into account and what belongs 

to their shared knowledge, in this case, as part of their religious education. 

 

(19) G32: como que no hay fotos de dios 

[…] 

G01: nadie sabe que como es dios 

G33: que la biblia dic-e   que dios 

 COMP the bible say-PRS.IND.3SG COMP God 

  nos hiz-o   a su semejanza 

  us do-PST.IND.3SG to his resemblance 

 

‘G32: like there’s no photos of God 

[…] 

G01: nobody knows what God looks like 

G33: [QUE] the bible says that God made us in his own image’ 



 

 

(SCAWM4-07, COLA S) 

 

The emphatic contrast construction is a dispreferred response, given that it expresses 

either total or partial disagreement with what has just been said by an interlocutor. Clear 

examples were found in the subcorpora of Madrid and Santiago de Chile (19), and only 

one dubious example was found in the subcorpus of Buenos Aires. 

 

Situated meaning: emphatic contrast 

 

Co(n)text External syntax:  

- turn-initial position 

- response (second-pair part in an 

adjacency pair) 

- dispreferred intervention 

Interactional 

meaning 

Speaker refuses a request or negatively 

assesses a prior intervention by the addressee 

Table 9. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘emphatic contrast’ 

 

The situated meaning of elaboration has been defined for Germanic languages 

(D’Hertefelt & Verstraete 2014) as a type of turn in which the speaker completes his/her 

own intervention or an intervention by the interlocutor by drawing a conclusion or 

reformulating (Wide 2014, D’Hertefelt submitted). This situated meaning has only been 

documented in the subcorpus of Santiago de Chile, in which two examples were found. 

In (20) two friends are discussing the content of a vocational training course. Speaker 

G28 explains what the course consists in and after speaker G01 asks the clarification 

question qué huevada/ ‘what silly thing?’, G28 extracts a conclusion about the scope of 

the course and expresses her assessment of it: the content of the course is not applied and 

bears no relation whatsoever with the practice. 

 

(20) G28: si mi hermano estudió electrónica y le enseñaron así a arreglar teles y todas 

esas voladas (.) después tenía que andar a en la práctica en los palopostes de la 

huevada telefónica 

G01: qué huevada/ 

G28: que nada  que ver  lo que  

  COMP nothing  COMP see.INF  the COMP  



 

 

 vien-e   en la práctica 

 come.PRS.IND-3SG in the practice 

 

‘G28: yes, my brother studied electronics and they taught him to fix TVs and all 

those silly things (.) then he had to practice on the silly phone electricity poles 

G01: what silly thing/ 

G28: [QUE] it has nothing to do with what comes with practice’ 

(SCAWM4-07, COLA S) 

 

Situated meaning: elaboration 

 

Co(n)text - turn-initial position 

- response (second-pair part in an 

adjacency pair) 

Interactional 

Meaning 

Speaker draws a conclusion or reformulates a 

previous statement 

Table 10. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘elaboration’ 

 

Finally, the exclamative-evaluative situated meaning is found in constructions that 

present a degree evaluation of a property of the subject, typically an animate entity (see 

Gras & Sansiñena 2017). In (21), for instance, speaker J02 evaluates speaker G08’s 

sentimentality as excessive by means of a que-construction that reacts to G08’s 

immediately previous turn. The construction in (21) could be paraphrased as ‘How 

sentimental you are!’. 

 

(21) G08: el lunes ibas a faltar (.) a mí qué me importa 

 J02: ay que eres   sentimental 

  oh COMP be.IND.PRS.2SG sentimental 

 

 ‘G08: on Monday you were going to skip the class (.) what do I care? 

 J02: oh, you are so sentimental’ 

 (SCEAB8-10, COLAS, Chile) 

 

From a discourse-interactional point of view, the exclamative-evaluative que-

construction usually occurs as a dispreferred response, but it can also occur within the 



 

 

intervention of the speaker, when (s)he evaluates an entity mentioned or alluded to in 

his/her own discourse. This situated meaning is also observed in contexts in which the 

speaker reacts to a non-verbal stimulus. In (22), retrieved from Google, the speaker reacts 

to a picture of a person posted online and the meaning of the utterance can be paraphrased 

along the lines ‘How ugly and silly you are, Miley Cirus!’. 

 

(22) [Comment on a picture of Miley Cirus on Facebook] 

 Que eris15   fe-a  y tont-a 

 COMP be.IND.PRS.2SG ugly-F.SG and silly-F.SG 

 ‘You are so ugly and silly!’ 

 (Google) 

 

Situated meaning: exclamative-evaluative 

 

Co(n)text - turn-initial position 

- response (second-pair part in an 

adjacency pair) 

Interactional 

Meaning 

Speaker presents an evaluative reaction to 

either the previous turn by the interlocutor or 

an external, non-linguistic stimulus 

Table 11. Form and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘exclamative-evaluative’ 

 

4.3.3. Results: response-initiation 

 

A response-initiation is a turn that is predicted by the previous turn and simultaneously 

predicts a subsequent turn. On the one hand, it constitutes a response, given that it has 

been planned and foreseen by a previous intervention but, on the other hand, it requires 

an intervention by the next speaker. There are two possible situated meanings for 

response-initiations: echo and self-repetition. These meanings have been clearly 

documented in the subcorpora of Madrid and Santiago de Chile, but there is only one 

example of a self-repetition use in the subcorpus of Buenos Aires. 

                                                           
15 Depending of the formality of the speech event and the relation between interlocutors, Chilean Spanish 

speakers use different forms of address for the second person singular: tú, vos and usted, each with different 

verb conjugations. Verbal voseo, in which the standard conjugation for the present indicative tú 

cantas/comes/escribes ‘you sing/eat/write’ is replaced by tú cantái/comí(s)/viví(s) and the conjugation for 

the present subjunctive que tú cantes/comas/escribas ‘that you sing/eat/write’ is replaced by que tú 

cantí(s)/comái/escribái, is very frequent, mostly among young speakers. 



 

 

 

In (23) speaker J01 uses a que-construction to partially reproduce the previous 

intervention of her interlocutor given that she could not hear the final word well. Her 

intervention represents a reaction to the previous turn but, at the same time, it demands a 

response from J06. Que-constructions which appear in initial position of response-

initiation turns have been referred to as echoic questions (Escandell-Vidal 1999) and are 

always context dependent. 

 

(23)  J06: yo pensé que era más difícil 

 J01: que er-a    qué/ 

  COMP be.PST.IPFV.IND-3SG  what 

 

‘J06: I thought it was more difficult 

J01: [QUE] it was what/’ 

(SCCCM4-01, COLA S) 

 

Situated meaning: echo question 

 

Co(n)text - turn-initial position 

- response-initiation 

Interactional 

meaning 

Speaker reacts to previous turn (usually with 

surprise) and demands clarification 

Table 12. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘echo question’ 

 

A self-repetition is a turn in which the speaker repeats a previous intervention because 

the interlocutor (i) has not taken it into account, (ii) did not properly hear the speaker’s 

intervention and therefore asked for clarification or (iii) does not agree with what the 

speaker said and expresses his/her disagreement by means of the clarification question 

¿Qué? ‘What?’. The que-construction in (24) repeats speaker JX4’s previous initiative 

intervention completely, given that it has not been successful. The initial que signals 

represented discourse. 

 

(24) [A group of classmates are working together on a classroom project] 

J02: qué te pasó Martín\ 

G04: nada 



 

 

G05: nada (.) es un falso (.) no hay vuelta 

JX4: no querías hacer nada 

<pause> 

G04: qué/ 

JX4: que no quer-ía-s   hac-er nada 

  COMP no want-PST.IPFV.IND-2SG do-INF nothing 

 

‘J02: what happened to you Martín\ 

G04: nothing 

05: nothing (.) he’s a liar (.) there's no way around it 

JX4: you didn’t want to do anything 

<pause> 

G04: what/ 

JX4: [QUE] you didn’t want to do anything’ 

(BABS2-06, COLA BA) 

 

Interestingly enough, speakers from Buenos Aires can also reintroduce an initiative 

intervention without introducing it by means of que. In Peninsular Spanish the idiomatic 

formulation in such context is que por qué […], but this is not the case for Rioplatense 

Spanish, as we observe in (25). In this example speaker G01 simply repeats his exact 

previous intervention without marking it as represented speech. 

 

(25) [Students talking about a classmate] 

G01: por qué la odiás tanto\ 

G02: ay 

J01: qué/ 

G01: por qué la odias tanto\ 

 

‘G01: why do you hate her so much\ 

G02: oh 

J01: what/ 

G01: why do you hate her so much\’ 

(BABS2-08, COLA BA) 

 



 

 

Situated meaning: self-repetition 

 

Co(n)text - turn-initial position 

- response-initiation 

Interactional 

meaning 

Speaker (partially repeats) his/her previous 

intervention for clarification purposes 

Table 13. Co(n)text and interactional meaning corresponding to ‘self-repetition’ 

 

 

5. Discussion 

 

In this section we will discuss the relevance of the results of the present work in relation 

to its aim. The first objective of the present work is to confirm whether there are 

differences in the discourse contexts in which non-embedded indicative que-

constructions are used across regional varieties of Spanish (Madrid, Spain, Santiago de 

Chile, Chile and Buenos Aires, Argentina). The second objective of this work is to prove 

whether there is a correspondence between the situated meanings identified in the 

conversational analysis and the types of constructions identified in previous formal 

studies. 

 

Regarding the regional distribution of discourse contexts, we observed that in all three 

varieties, non-embedded indicative que-constructions occur more frequently in non-

initial position, where they give rise to the same types of interpretation across varieties, 

namely meanings mainly associated to the support of a prior claim and reproduced 

discourse. However, there is variation amongst the three varieties of Spanish in relation 

to the que-constructions that occur in initial position. Rioplatense Spanish is the most 

restrictive variety, given that there are only 4 occurrences in initial position in our corpus, 

3 of which are instances of emphatic contrast and only one of which is a self-repetition. 

Chilean Spanish is located in an intermediate position, given that que-constructions occur 

in different types of reactive interventions (preferred and dispreferred responses and 

response-initiations), as well as in initiations that call the interlocutor’s attention to the 

communicative situation itself. Finally, Madrilean Spanish is the least restrictive variety. 

Initial occurrences of que-constructions are in general more frequent in Madrilean 

Spanish than in the other two varieties, and they are (mostly) reactive, but they can also 



 

 

be initiative interventions that call the interlocutor’s attention to an element of the 

communicative situation, and they even allow to resume a topic that has already been 

introduced in the ongoing conversation or in a previous communicative situation.  

 

Table 14 summarizes the availability and relative frequency of all situated meanings 

documented in the corpus, per variety. 

 

Position/Type of turn Situated meaning Madrid Santiago 

de Chile 

Buenos 

Aires 

Non-initial Support of a prior claim X X X 

Non-initial Projection of a larger turn X X X 

Initial: initiation Warning X X 
 

Initial: initiation Topic reintroduction X 
  

Initial: response Emphatic contrast X X X 

Initial: response Elaboration  X  

Initial: response Exclamative-evaluative  X  

Initial: response-

initiation 

Echo question X X (x) 

Initial: response-

initiation 

Self-repetition X X x 

Table 14. Distribution of situated meanings per variety 

 

X = documented with high frequency 

X = documented with relative frequency 

x = documented infrequently 

(x) = Not documented but possible, according to native informants 

 

If we take into account the relation between the que-construction and the discourse 

context that the construction is associated to, the observed variation amongst varieties can 

be represented on a cline ranging from high to low discourse dependency. Such cline 

includes the following stages: the speaker’s intervention > the immediately previous 

intervention > the immediate communicative situation > a previous communicative 

situation. Each of the varieties analysed can then be located in a different stage on this 

cline: 



 

 

 Spanish from Buenos Aires: the speaker’s intervention > previous intervention 

 Spanish from Santiago de Chile: the speaker’s intervention itself > the previous 

intervention > the immediate communicative situation 

 Spanish from Madrid: the intervention itself > the previous intervention > the 

immediate communicative situation > a previous communicative situation 

 

This cline can also be understood in terms of a divergence process, by which the same 

element –an IQC– extends its scope and can therefore begin to occur in new discourse 

contexts that are not available in other regional varieties of the same language. In turn, 

this divergence process could receive a diachronic interpretation, in that the regional 

varieties under examination are situated at different stages of the cline, being Peninsular 

Spanish the variety that has further evolved on the cline and Rioplantense Spanish the 

most restrictive variety in terms of discourse dependency. 

 

Regarding the second objective of the present work, we argue that there exists a partial 

correspondence between the situated meanings in our corpus and the formal types of 

constructions identified in the formalist literature. Table 16 shows the relation between 

the situated meanings identified in the conversational analysis and such formal types.  

 

Situated meanings Position/turn type Example Formal types of 

initial que-clauses 

Support of a prior claim Non-initial 10; 12; 13 Conjunctive 

Projection of a larger turn Non-initial 14 Quotative 

Warning Initial: initiation 15; 16; 17 Exclamative 

Topic reintroduction Initial: initiation 18 Quotative? 

Emphatic contrast Initial: response 19 Exclamative 

Elaboration Initial: response 20 --- 

Exclamative-evaluative Initial: response 21; 22 --- 

Echo question Initial: response-

initiation 

23 Quotative 

Self-repetition Initial: response-

initiation 

24 Quotative 

Table 15. Situated meanings found in our corpus study and their correspondence to 

formal types of initial que-clauses identified in the formal literature 



 

 

 

As can be observed in Table 15, some contexts correspond to certain formal construction 

types. The so-called conjunctive que has a stable discourse position: it appears in non-

initial position in the turn and it is directly associated to the situated meaning of support 

of a prior claim by the same speaker within the turn. As for the so-called quotative que, 

it can have two types of discourse position: it can be an initiative intervention when it 

reproduces discourse from a different communicative situation, or a reinitiative 

intervention when it reproduces previous discourse by one of the interlocutors in the 

current communicative situation. Finally, the so-called exclamative que also has two 

types of discourse position: it can function as an initiative intervention, with the situated 

meaning of warning, or as a reactive intervention, with the situated meaning of emphatic 

contrast. 

 

Other attested contexts in our corpus do not correspond to the formal types previously 

identified in the formalist literature. The exclamative-evaluative construction (21-22), 

which appears in initial position of the turn and presents an evaluative reaction, and the 

elaboration construction (20), which also appears in initial position of the turn and 

presents a conclusion or reformulation of a previous statement, are specific Chilean types. 

Finally, topic reintroduction, which counts as the resumption of a topic in the conversation 

(18), has only been documented in the subcorpus of Madrilean Spanish. Interestingly 

enough, its meaning is similar to that of quotative constructions, and we argue that they 

maintain relations of family resemblance among each other. There is a set of meanings 

relatively associated to echoed or reproduced discourse, such as the situated meanings of 

echo, self-repetition, emphatic contrast and topic reintroduction. 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

The interactional analysis carried out here complements the syntactic-semantic 

explanations of formal approaches. Our study has made it possible to identify the 

discourse contexts in which previously recognized formal types – conjunctive, quotative 

and exclamative – occur. Moreover, it has also enabled us to understand the reasons why 

speakers choose to use these constructions, as well as the discourse positions in which 

they use them. 

 



 

 

Our interactional analysis also let us describe one particular level of variation, which is 

the variation in the contexts in which a construction is usually used. Although the three 

formal types mentioned above are documented in all three varieties, it is possible to 

identify differences at the level of contexts of use. The conjunctive type is stable, whereas 

the quotative one is infrequent in Buenos Aires and, according to our informants, it is not 

the idiomatic form in this variety. As for the exclamative type, it is not available equally 

in the three varieties of Spanish studied here: the context of emphatic contrast is present 

in the three subcorpus, while the context of warning is not present in the variety of Spanish 

spoken in Buenos Aires. Therefore, we believe that the interactional analysis nicely 

complements the syntactic-semantic analysis. 

 

Finally, as our analysis took into account data from different varieties, it has allowed us 

to identify interpretations and contexts that do not correspond to the typical interpretations 

identified in the literature and that, in addition, only occur in one of the varieties studied 

here. Exclamative-evaluative and elaboration interpretations are exclusive of Chilean 

Spanish, and topic reintroduction only occurs in Madrilean Spanish. 

 

It remains to be discussed whether the contexts that only occur in some of the dialects are 

distinct constructional types (with their own formal and interpretative properties) or 

instances of any of the constructions analysed (conjunctive, quotative, exclamative). In 

the case of Chilean exclamative-evaluative constructions, it seems clear that 

differentiated formal and interpretative traits can be identified (Gras & Sansiñena 2017). 

However, this is not so clear for the contexts that correspond to elaboration and topic 

reintroduction. 

 

Regarding the limitations of this work, given the relatively small amount of data available 

for the three varieties, there is a need to broaden the corpus or to use experimental 

methods, including assessments of contexts and situated meanings by native speakers that 

might help confirm the usage differences observed in this study. Finally, this paper also 

opens up new lines of research that we hope to undertake in the future. It would be 

interesting to look into the implications that the proposed cline – reflecting variation 

amongst varieties – from high to low discourse dependency might have for the 

explanation of the diachronic development of non-embedded indicative que-clauses, in 

order to answer whether the current variation reflects diverse processes of development.  
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